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Notes: 
 
At the August 7

th
 meeting we 

had eight guests.  Eric, Jim, 
Tammy, Pat, Shawn and a 
couple Janet and Stuart. 
 
Janet and Stuart Patterson work 
for Bridgehaven.  They work 
with veterans that create art as 
part of a theraphy program.  
They were contacted about some 
bourbon barrels and were 
looking for ideas.    
 
There will be an email mailing 
soon with details. 
 
Elections for board members 
will be held in September.  If 
you would like to be considered 
for a position on the board, 
please contact Bob Faletti. 
 
The club has end grain sealer for 
15$ a gallon. 
 
Bruce Netherty has Starbond CA 
glue in four viscosities for sale 

to the club for 10$ for a 2 ounce 
bottles. 
 
The board members recently 
voted on creating lifetime 
memberships.  Robin Costelle 
was made an honorary lifetime 
member of the club.  He also 
received a gallon of end grain 
sealer since he donates so much 
wood to the club raffle. 
 

 
 
 
Upcoming: 

 

The next club meeting will be 

September 13 and the subject 

will be Custom cups by Mike 

Miller. 

 

Show and Tell: 

 

A dyed curly maple hollow 

form, an urn and a dyed bowl by 

Jerry Robertson. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

A eucalyptus bowl and a 

flaming box elder bottle stopper 

by Jack Parsons. 
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An ambrosia maple bowl and 

ornaments by Glen Carby. 

 

 
 

A mini urn and a vase by Greg 

Bray. 

 

 

A natural edge footed bowl by 

Eric Gourieax. 

 

 
 

A paper weight with a spinning 

top for a lid, some small weed 

pots, a golden rule caliper, 1200 

grit paper bag sandpaper and 

sporting a pair of spats to keep 

the shavings out of his shoes 

was Parker Curtis. 

 

 
 

 
 

An acorn box by Billy Joe 

Thompson. 

 

 

 
 

Pens by Bruce Netherty. 

 

 
 

Demonstration: 

On August 7
th

 Marvin Ewing 

would be making a sliding ring 

turning.  

 

Marvin Ewing got his first lathe 

in 1969.  He is one of the 

founding members of our club.  

Marvin worked for Woodcraft 

for a long time and any miss 

mailed or tools that had to be 

replaced the owner would ask if 

he wanted to have it.   



Marvin has a lot of tools and 

experience with all different 

kinds. 

 

The idea for a Saturn ringed 

turning comes from a British 

turner Jason Clark.  He called it 

the Return of Saturn.  A pdf file 

he did for the New Mexico 

Woodturners can be seen at 

http://www.nmwoodturners.org/

hands-on/basic-boxes-3 

Jason’s website is 

jtcturnings.com. 

This decorative piece is turned 

almost the same way you would 

make a platter. Figured stock is 

best. 

A short Youtube video is at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=MMsDLi-bmOI 

 

You want a blank two inches 

thick or so.  Drill a hole for a 

worm screw.  Marvin adds a 

small hole on the other side for 

tail stock support, 

Turn the piece between centers 

whenever you can. 

Turn down a tennon to fit your 

chuck. 

Flatten the front side.   

 

You want the piece to be well 

balanced. 

The ring will be eventually 1/8 

to 3/16 in width. 

 

Scrape the face with the bottom 

wing of the gouge almost closed 

for a good finish 

You want a detail gouge with a 

good point when you make the 

transition from the flat face to 

the cup. 

The cup can be two inches for a 

larger size or an inch and a half 

for a smaller one. 

 

You want the front face nice and 

flat and as square as you can get 

it. 

 

Start shaping the wing.  Work in 

steps starting around an inch at a 

time.  Get it to the thickness you 

want. 

Work your way down in steps. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMsDLi-bmOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMsDLi-bmOI


Check for flatness often! 

Check the center of the front and 

match it on the back.  

Standing back and looking at 

both sides at once you can tell if 

the piece is flat. 

Sand the piece use the sand 

paper on both sides at the same 

time.  Wrap it around so it gets 

both sides. 

 

Work towards the bottom of the 

cup. 

 

Marvin uses a Tormek for one 

set of his gouges.  He writes the 

degree on the handle of the bowl 

gouges and the angle on his 

spindle gouges. 

Do not go down too far on either 

side of the bowl base. 

Sand both sides. 

Back off the tail stock and use a 

bowl gouge and then a scraper to 

shape the curve of the cup. 

Hollow out the cup. 

 

Leave it a little thick at the top. 

Create a jam chuck to fit the 

cup.  Marvin dedicated a face 

plate to his jam chuck for these. 

 

Fit the jam chuck to the piece.  

You can use a Bedan or a 

parting tool for this.   

The difference between the two 

tools is that a Bedan has angled 

sides and a parting tool is the 

same all the way across. 

Use the parting tool to cut off 

the end and then at an angle so it 

does not get knocked off. 

You want the piece to jam on to 

a true edge. 

 

You can add a hole through the 

jam chuck in case you get 

something stuck in place. 

You want a nice snug fit. 

 

Use the hole and the tail stock to 

help align the piece. 

Shape the cup bottom however 

you like but leave the nub and  

hole there. 

 

Sand the bottom. 



You now have a nice bowl with 

a ring.  How do you make the 

loose rings that slide around? 

First you need to make or 

modify a parting tool.  Most thin 

parting tools are 1/32 thick.  

You want a cutter that is 1/16 

half the thickness. 

 

J. D. Ellison made one for 

Marvin that has a square handle 

and a thin cutting tip.  Make sure 

the cutting tip is nice and sharp 

with a diamond hone. 

The cuts you will make will be 

at 45 degrees.  If you need to use 

a speed square to see the angle. 

 

Going over a little on the depth 

is ok.  You want the cuts from 

each side to meet up. 

Marvin did the cup first. 

Make the inside cut first. 

Shut the lathe off and then do 

the other side. 

The two cuts will make the piece 

loose.  Move the tail stock back  

Do not push it away towards the 

head stock. 

To create more rings in the piece 

you need a set of cup style jam 

chucks. 

 

One cup is shallow and the other 

is hollowed deeper. You can 

move and slide the cup portion 

any where you like. 

You want two more rings to be 

cut.  Do not want end grain on 

the short ring cuts.  That may be 

a weak spot. 

Spin the piece by hand to be 

sure it does not hit the tool rest.   

Cut the inner and outer rings 

free.   

You can finish the piece and use 

some wax if needed so the rings 

turn easier. 

Thanks Marvin! 

 

If there is anything you want to 

see in the newsletter, please let 

me know. 

Kevin Lucas 

kwdl0401@gmail.com 

(502)-299-7585 
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